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Guidelines for editing
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**Goals**

Increasing environmental performances have become a priority requirement in the economic activity. The papers presented within the debates of the eleventh edition of the conference, PEEC 2008 - PEEC 2018, revealed, on the one hand, the complexity of problems, and, on the other hand, the variety of solutions. Meanwhile, they were enlightened numerous controversial aspects that need the confrontation of theoretical results with the practice of ecological policy elaboration and implementation in the continuously changing economic context.

Considering these evolutions, and also the severe restraints brought by the economic and ecological crisis the PEEC 2019 envisages: **Firstly**, to create premises for researchers, academics and public administration representatives, businessmen, and consultants to share their experience and expectations, learning from each other. **Secondly**, the conference pursues to raise the awareness level regarding the activities needed for the environmental compliance and the advantages of going beyond it. A better correlation of educational and research objectives in a priority interest field represents the third objective of the conference. Thus, it is envisaged to identify competences and information needed for a competitive ecological economy through collating different socio-professional categories.
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**Goals**

Firstly, to create premises for researchers, academics and public administration representatives, businessmen, and consultants to share their experience and expectations, learning from each other.

A better correlation of educational and research objectives in a priority interest field represents the third objective of the conference. Thus, it is envisaged to identify competences and information needed for a competitive ecological economy through collating different socio-professional categories.
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ABSTRACT (10pt, bold, italic, capitals, left)
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- one author: „Demand curve for ecotourism recorded a continuous increase in last decades (Ionescu, 2009).”
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Pictures & graphs (figures) and tables will be aligned in center, being numbered in the order of their appearance; black and white format will be applied.
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Table 1. Caption…

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crt.nr.</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Price (euro)</th>
<th>U.m.</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>1 250</td>
<td>Metric tones</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Imports</td>
<td>2 561</td>
<td>Metric tones</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Author, 2014) (10pt)

After tables and figures it should be mentioned the source of data, information, representation etc. In case that a figure is made in Microsoft Word, all graphical components of it will be grouped in a single graphical object (the graphical components of the figure will be selected, than right click and Grouping option and Group).
CONCLUSION

They reflect the results of the analysis performed in the paper and the interpretation of their significance against theoretical and practical framework. Meanwhile, there are stated the limitations and the possibilities to overcome them through further research.
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